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When we read Makkar IELTS speaking speculation january - April 2020 PDF , or any book, we nurture our minds with information in it. 1. Describe one of the families who spend the most time. Who is he/she? What do you usually do with it? What is he/she who is it? Why spend most of your time with
him/her? 2. Explain the important delayed journey. The main cause caused the delay, which eventually caused the delay 3 by explaining what happened. Can you describe your experience as a member of the team? Who are the members of the team? What did this team do? And can you explain how
you achieved your goals? 4. Explain the goals you have achieved, which explains how you achieved it when you set it 5. Explain the person who apologized to you who this person is? When this happened? What does this guy say about apples? Can you explain how you felt about the apology? 6.
Describe interesting animals. Explain what it looks like when you see it and why it's interesting when you see it 7. Describes an article about your health that you read in a magazine or online. You describe someone in the news who you want to meet who he or she is? What did this person show on tv?
What does this person know? Why would you want to meet him? 9. Explain once when the weather changed your plan and explain where this happened and what kind of weather you can't finish 10. You explained the situation where you were not able to use your phoneWhere it wasIt you were not
allowed why you wanted to do with your phone 11. Explain the important news you receive from the text message you shared and how the news was written?? 12. Can you explain what was difficult to use in the first place? When you bought it? What does it do? Can you explain how difficult it was to use?
13. Do you want to describe a successful small business that knows what a business is? Where are you? Who's running a business/ How do you know about it? And you explain why you think it's successful? 14. Explain where you were the happiest day? Who have you been with? What did you do? And
why do you think it's the happiest day? 15. Who taught you what is important? What about him/she? What did he/she teach you? How did you feel about him/her? 16. What was it like to explain the difficulties you have completed/met? When and where did you complete/meet? Why was it difficult? How
did you feel about it? 17. If you describe the crowded places you visited, where did you go and who went there with whom and where you went, How did you feel about being there? 18. What do you don't want to do in the future? What do you think of it? 19. Describe the uniform you wear when you wear it
(at school or at work)? Who bought it for you? What does it look like? What do you think about it? 20. Did you explain the situation or situation when you helped someone? Who was that person? How did you help them? Explain how you felt after helping them? 21. Describes the indoor game you wanted
to play when you were a kid.  What it is who did you playYou often you played it how you felt about it 22. This is a recent show. What was it? When you see it? Who have you been with? Why did you see it and feel about it? 23. Do you want to explain changes that can improve your area? How can I do
this? What issues will be resolved? 24 how you feel about it. Describe a case when you lost something and then got it back. Lost? How did you lose it? Where did you find it? How did you feel about it? 25. Explain when you were excited where you were? When was it? With whom were you? 26. Can you
describe when you traveled by public transport?  27. Talk about interesting conversations 28. Describes the movie you want to share with your friends (29). Describe the place to read and write, except for house 30. Describe the school that went to 31 as a child. Talk about your childhood favorite toys. 32.
Describe someone who likes to travel by plane 33. It was fun to see 34 when I was the first to admire the sky or the beautiful sky. Leisure activities with the family IELTS Cue Card 35. Describes a place full of color 36. Explain the experience when you're with people and you're bored 37. Describe suptable
products from 38 areas or hometowns where you come from. Talk about organized celebrations after accomplishment, or explain the situation when celebrating your accomplishments. 39. Explain the advice you have received about subjects or 40 workplaces. Describes the first time you met someone
(41). Describe the special day that made you happy. 42. Describe your photos or photos in your favorite house/room. 43. Talk about a gift you've spent a long time choosing/making. 44. Do you describe your experience playing indoor games with others?  45. Describe the time you had to wake up 46
times while being sleepy. Invite them to explain the practical skills they learned in 45. Describe semyons you want to learn.  47. Talk about someone who encourages them to achieve their goals, or who has encouraged them to achieve them (past prototypes) 48. Explain the time when you cheat / when
someone lied to you / someone didn't tell you the full truth. 49. Explain your thoughts about the perfect house or dream house 50. Talk about the newly built masses. (Parks, cinemas, etc.) improve the quality of life in the area in city 51. Talk about what you borrowed from a friend. Makkar IELTS Speaking
Jun-Aug 2020 – The expected cue card is a favorite reward for teachers by Leaving Comments /Home /Indroop Makkar is the appreciation they get from the students. Here are some of the latest reviews you'd like to share with all of you: The graph below 2 comments/academic writing, line graph, work 1 /
Indroop Makkar shows the price of bananas in four countries from 1996 to 2004. Select and report key features to summarize information and make relevant comparisons. Our IELTS graph book here is a given line graph compared to the cost of bananas in Japan, France, Germany and the United States
in 1996... IELTS Academic Challenge 15 October 2020 India October 2020 India 1 PM Read More » 3 Comments / Academic Writing, Discussions, Work 2 / By Indroop Makkar Some Believe that people can learn different leadership skills of opinions born naturally as good leaders. Discuss all your
opinions and give your own opinions. It is believed that people were born with certain traits to help them become great leaders, while others claim leadership skills... IELTS Academic Essay 15 Days 020 India 9 AM Reading More » Comments / Academic Writing, Line Graphs, Tasks 1 / By Indroop Makkar
Line Graphs are common in Ielts Academic Writing Operations 1 along with other graph types such as maps, bar graphs, pie charts and tables. Follow these instructions for line graphs and improve your IELTS score and your answer should focus on the following: introduction to compare the entire body
paragraph – let's take a look at the entire process of special focus ... IELTS How to write a line graph for academic writing work1 Read more » Comment / Academic Writing, Bar Graph, Chart below by Operation 1 / Indroop Makkar shows the percentage of young people in higher education in four
different countries in 2000, 2005, and 2010. Select and report key features to summarize information and make relevant comparisons. Buy our IELTS graph book and bar chart here shows the percentage of four higher education youth... IELTS Academic Challenge 10 October 2020 India 9 AM Read More
» 1 Comment / Academic Writing, Discussion, Task 2 / Indroop Makkar By Some People Think Parents Should Read and Talk to Children, Others Think That Parents Can Read Books, Watch TV or Movies Themselves, As Parents Can Read Books. Discuss all your opinions and give them feedback.
Essay number 302 in our book some people think parents should read and talk to children... IELTS Academic Essay 10 October 2020 India 1 PM Read More » Essay Number 262 In our book some people think the news has nothing to do with people's lives, so it is a waste of time to read the news from
You can watch television news programs. To what extent do you agree or disagree? It is believed by some that the news is nothing ... IELTS academic essay 10 October 2020 India 9 AM More read » 3 comments / read / Indroop Makkar by first, I would like to apologize for not being able to carry a
speech for all students to answer. Kiranzot - Free speech sessions are available. How did we make our decisions? We had a random draw. Eighteen people commented with the correct answer. Mock speaking session - winner - Kiranzot Read more » 32 comments / reading / This question by Indroop
Makkar asked about a free mock speech session released on YouTube a few days ago. One student who answers this question correctly will receive a free mock speech session. In addition to making money, businesses must take social responsibility. Don't agree or disagree? A- It is believed that some
companies should not ... Mock speaking session event questions. » Our book essay number 398 at the Museum and Art Gallery should focus on local works, not to show culture or work in other countries. To what extent do you agree? Today, many local artists and painters do not find their patrons and
the recognition they deserve. In this context, it is considered a museum and art ... IELTS Academic Essay 19th Sept 2020 Read More » »
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